Who we are

**ALSCO Group** is leader in the textile rental market as far back as 1889. In 1963 joined as minority partner Linen Supply Italiana (LIS) with its headquarter at Merlino, just outside Milan: it is the first Company in Italy to hire out and wash industrial workwear and hospital linen. Over the years, thanks to considerable investments in machinery, working processes and, above all, to the territorial expansion in Italy, Alsco has become a leader in the development and realisation of a modern and efficient service.

The widespread presence over Italy through 6 production sites and its own distribution network gives Alsco the opportunity to provide its services by visiting weekly more than 5000 customers. The consolidated turnover amounts to over 90 millions Euros, and the 800-employee articulated structure evenly backs up the certified quality system over all the areas.

Contacts

Tel. +39 02 89400523  alsco.milano@alsco.it

Alsco services

We provide rental, leasing and laundry services for uniforms and linens; washroom and hygiene products; direct-purchase options for a variety of garments and linens. The services of Alsco are dedicated to the industrial companies where the garments must have specific features such as the Hygienic safety to guarantee the product quality and employee protection. For this reason Alsco takes care directly of all the steps which compose the service: management, rental, washing and maintenance of garments specific for each industrial field. Alsco is involved in all the production procedures: starting from the research of the most appropriate textile to the production of the garments, we analyze the needs and then we provide consulting in order to give customer satisfaction. Our service is complete and “tailor made” and consists in supplying to the Customers garments, washed with certain procedures, maintenance, checked and picked up/delivered in their warehouse at a competitive, fixed and definite cost.

www.alsco.it